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Millions of American workers believe their government-funded 

pension will be part of their path to retirement. However, as 

Americans live longer and the birth rate declines, government 

workers and taxpayers could soon confront the same reality that 

haunts the private sector—an increasing percentage of retired 

workers is fueling a potential crisis that could make it difficult for 

pension funds to meet their commitments to retirees (Exhibit 1). Since 

payments to retirees are guaranteed by the states and municipalities, 

taxpayers could wind up responsible for funding the deficits.

Exhibit 1: Retired Worker Population Continues to Grow 

Retreating Ratios
While the liabilities continue to increase, the median funding ratio of 

state pension funds—calculated by dividing a pension fund’s assets 

by its liabilities—declined from 74.5% to 71.1% between 2015  

and 2016. 

Snapshot

›› A potential public-sector pension 
crisis could make it difficult for 
pension funds to meet their 
commitments.

›› While investors hope that gaps 
in public-sector pension funding 
will be met by strong market 
returns, taxpayers could end up 
responsible for funding deficits.  

›› A range of reforms at the state 
level is needed to address 
the underfunding of pension 
liabilities.
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*Normalized to 100 as of 2000 SOURCE: worldbank.org
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Despite some attempts at reform, pension funding 

continues to worsen in many states. 43 states 

had declining pension funding ratios in 2016, with 

Colorado, Minnesota and Oregon each reporting 

double-digit funding declines (Exhibit 2).

Exhibit 2: Funding Ratios on the Decline

State 2016 2015 Change

New Jersey (NJ) 30.9 37.5 -6.5

Kentucky (KY) 31.4 37.8 -6.4

Illinois (IL) 35.6 40.2 -4.5

Connecticut (CT) 44.1 50.2 -6.1

Colorado (CO) 46.0 60.4 -14.4

Pennsylvania (PA) 52.6 55.8 -3.2

Minnesota (MN) 53.2 79.8 -26.6

South Carolina (SC) 53.8 57.9 -4.1

Hawaii (HI) 54.7 58.7 -7.6

Rhode Island (RI) 55.3 62.4 -3.4

Source: Bloomberg (as of 12/31/2016)

Rising Markets Help  
but not Enough
Many investors hope that gaps in public-sector 

pension funding will be met by strong investment 

returns.

The rally in risk assets after President Trump’s 

election gave a needed boost to many funds 

that were exposed to the equity market, with the 

S&P 500 Index up about 17% and the NASDAQ 

Composite Index up 25% year-to-date as of  

October 31, 2017.

We anticipate that if tax reform passes, the equity 

market rally should continue. In addition to the 

equity market’s positive returns, pension reforms 

have helped in some states and cities. 

State Updates
New Jersey, Kentucky and Illinois all saw their 

funding ratios fall below 40% in 2016 and had  

their debt downgraded as a result. Each of the 

states continues to look for solutions to their 

pension dilemma.

New Jersey
The state of New Jersey has the nation’s worst-

funded state pension system, but recently approved 

additional pension contributions through the state 

lottery. A new governor, who ran on raising taxes 

and a commitment to a fully-funded state pension 

system, was elected in November. 

Kentucky
The governor of Kentucky has called for a special 

legislative session to consider a bill that would 

reform the state’s retirement systems. The plan 

would involve moving public employees to 401(k)-

like pensions and temporarily suspending cost-of-

living increases. If the bill does not pass, cuts in  

the state budget that could affect public school 

funding seem unavoidable.

Illinois
Illinois’ most-recent state budget included pension 

changes at the state level intended to improve its 

funding ratio through both higher employee payroll 

deductions and increased city contributions. It also 

included a requirement that universities begin to 

pick up pension costs for certain employees.

Driven by weaker tax revenue over the last two 

years, local municipalities have also had to adjust to 

lower pension funding ratios.  Cities used to rely on 

states to provide funding to meet local obligations. 

As states have tightened their budgets, less money 

has been available to make up obligations at the 

city and county level. Cities and counties have had 

to rely on intergovernmental transfers to fund and 

support their pension payments.



Digging Out From the Debt
We see a range of solutions to address the 

underfunding of pension liabilities:

›› Because investment returns on many pension funds 

have underperformed, higher state and local budget 

contributions should be made.

›› States need to limit the benefit packages for newly 

hired workers, increase the retirement age and  

limit the dependent coverage of spouses and  

family members.

›› States need to promote defined contribution plans 

for new workers.

›› State officials need to adjust discount rates to more 

practical levels in order to project the true level of 

pension funding.

Our View
SEI Fixed Income Portfolio Management does not hold 

Kentucky or Illinois bonds in our bond portfolios, but 

does own and buy local municipality bonds in New 

Jersey. While we feel there is not a lot of potential for 

default, we anticipate the potential for volatility with 

these bonds in the future.

SEI Fixed Income Portfolio Management believes that 

a diversified portfolio is one of the keys to successful 

investing. As always, investors should carefully 

consider all investment options and select investments 

based on their individual needs and goals.

Index Definitions
S&P 500 Index: The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged, market-weighted index that consists of the 500 largest publicly traded U.S. 
companies and is considered representative of the broad U.S. stock market.

NASDAQ Composite Index: The NASDAQ Composite Index is an unmanaged, market-capitalization weighted index that consists of all 
securities listed on the NASDAQ exchange.

Important Information
This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of 
future events, or a guarantee of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment 
advice and is intended for educational purposes only.

Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual fund performance. Index performance returns do not 
reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Past 
performance does not guarantee future results.

There are risks involved with investing, including loss of principal. Diversification may not protect against market risk.  Bonds and bond 
funds will decrease in value as interest rates rise.  Investments in bonds of a particular state may be more volatile and susceptible to a 
single adverse economic or regulatory occurrence affecting those obligations.

SEI Fixed Income Portfolio Management is a team within SEI Investments Management Corporation (SIMC).

Information provided by SEI Investments Management Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of SEI Investments Company. Neither SEI 
nor its subsidiaries is affiliated with your financial advisor. 
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